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Abstract
In the debates regarding the ethics of human organoid biobanking, the locus of donor autonomy has been identified in processes of consent. The problem is that, by focusing on consent, biobanking processes preclude adequate engagement with donor autonomy because they are unable to adequately recognize or respond to factors that determine authentic choice. This is particularly problematic in biobanking contexts associated with organoid research or the clinical application of organoids because, given the probability of unforeseen and varying purposes for which a donor's organoids could be employed and given the different ways in which a donor can relate to her biospecimens, a donor can value her organoids differently in different contexts, and her reasons for autonomously permitting use of her cells and tissues in one case may not support an autonomous decision in another. In response, this paper has three aims: first, to make the case for why organoid biobanks ought to respect donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice; second, to explore the autonomy-respecting limits of established and widely prevalent models of biobank consent; and third, to propose certain conditions that organoid biobanks ought to support or facilitate in order to respect donor autonomy.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

An organoid has traditionally been defined as a three-dimensional structure that has been grown in vitro from stem cells, which self-organize to take on the functional and structural properties of in vivo organs with organ-specific cell types albeit without the defined general architecture typical of an organ.1 Whereas organ-restricted adult stem cells (‘aSCs’) can be used to grow specific, predefined organoids, pluripotent stem cells, such as human embryonic stem cells (‘hESCs’) and induced pluripotent stem cells (‘iPSCs’) (obtained from skin or blood cells), can be used to develop any type of human organoid and thereby, in principle, imitate any type of tissue or organ in the human body.

So far, researchers have derived organoids of differing levels of maturity and complexity, conducted in vitro modelling of physiology, functionality and pathology for some organs/parts of organs, and developed animal models for toxicity and drug tests using organoids, organoid-on-a-chip technologies or organoids in combination with other types of stem cells.2 In addition, patient-derived organoids have

been used to model pathologies of human genetic and congenital disorders and specific diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, frontotemporal dementia, cystic fibrosis, the Zika virus infection, and liver disease.⁹ Many of those undertaking organoid research anticipate that it will lead to clinical translation, particularly in contexts such as precision medicine. Given that organoids are anticipated to have the same functional and structural properties as the organs that they aim to imitate, one of the goals of organoid research is to determine whether they respond the same way to drugs as in vivo organs. If the response to a therapeutic agent can be replicated in an organoid, then there is scope to develop the organoid as a standard for modelling specific diseases, testing certain therapies, understanding human drug metabolism, and developing standardized, pharmacy-ready drugs.⁶ In addition, there is the possibility of using organoids derived from individual patients in order to produce more personalized models of pathogenesis and to facilitate more personalized treatment regimens. However, although precision, personalized and regenerative medicine applications are foreseen in the future,⁷ the majority of the research on which such applications stand to be based is, at the time of writing, still in its preclinical phase, and there is not enough evidence to determine the feasibility of these applications in clinical medicine, their efficacy, risks, uncertainties and burdens, the suitability of current clinical trial protocols and drug development pathways for organoid technologies, or the universal standards for their design, fabrication and utility.⁵

Organoids and the cell lines from which they are derived can be stored in biobanks—collections of residual or research-specific human biomaterials assembled for medical scientific research purposes. Indeed, organoids are ultimately dependent on biobanks for their distribution to multiple researchers and commercial partners across the globe.⁷ When it comes to questions of autonomy, the focus has predominantly been on the relationship between biobanks and those participants and patients that have donated or are considering donating their cells or tissue. Specifically, given the ethical and legal requirement for biomedical research involving humans to obtain informed consent, it has been the question of the form that biobanking consent processes should take that—at least when it comes to donor/patient autonomy—has attracted the most attention, both in the scholarly literature and in the realm of public policy and regulatory guidance. The problem is that, by focusing on consent, biobanking processes preclude adequate engagement with donor autonomy because they are unable to adequately recognize or respond to factors that determine authentic choice. In the next section, we will explain and justify a principled distinction between the concept of consent and the concept of autonomy with a view to, in the subsequent section, presenting a case for why biobanks and organoid biobanks in particular ought to respect donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice.

2 | DISTINGUISHING CONSENT AND AUTONOMY IN BIOBANKING

In biomedical research and clinical contexts, consent informed performs four principal functions. First, it is the standard mechanism through which a patient exercises her liberty at law and consents to bodily interference.⁸ Second, whereas the consent dimension of informed consent protects patients from nonconsensual trespasses upon the body and is supported by the tort of battery,⁹ reasons for the disclosure of material risks and benefits associated with a specific research or clinical intervention have traditionally been dealt with by the law of negligence, and, to that extent, informed consent functions to protect biobanks, researchers and institutions from liability for injury.¹⁰ Third, when it comes to a donor’s participation in biobanking processes, consent is the mechanism through which she articulates the boundaries for what she considers to be permissible use of her

⁶See references in note 2.


Fourth, to the extent that a biobank or research studies related to the biobank involve the processing of personal information, explicit consent is one of the legal means through which they can permissibly use a participant’s data in specific ways and generate new personal data through analysis of the donated material or derivatives of that material. (One might contend that consent is also a mechanism for the waiving of property or related rights, but this is not the norm in biomedical research contexts.)

Various models of consent have been proposed that individually give different degrees of weight to these specific functions. Some models, for example broad consent and consent for governance, prioritize donor liberty and the protection of bodily integrity. However, according to critics, they delineate types of material risk and benefit disclosure that fall below the appropriate standard for genuinely informed consent and limit downstream opportunities for donors to control which research projects and clinical applications can permissibly use their tissues, cells and associated organoids.

Other models, for instance (project-)specific consent, provide donors with greater choice in specifying cases of permissible use. However, given that (project-)specific consent requires consent to be obtained for already collected biospecimens whenever a new study is proposed, critics argue that it risks impeding the utility of biobank research, for example by creating delays, by diverting research resources to consent acquisition, and through the increased likelihood of donor unresponsiveness.

Given the amount of scholarly and regulatory attention that has been accorded the concept of consent, some critics have argued that too much normative weight has been attributed to the concept of autonomy, disproportionately influencing biobank structures, governance and processes. Some commentators have suggested that veracity (‘telling the truth’) should be prioritized by biobanks over and above autonomy, and, on that basis, an open or blanket consent model should be adopted that only allows donors to consent to the unrestricted use and disclosure of their health and genetic information, with no promises of anonymity or confidentiality. By contrast, Prainsack and Buyx have argued that because consent is primarily employed to manage participant risk, and the risks associated with current biobank-based research are oftentimes small (relative to those encountered in other situations of disease research or clinical trials), participants should be afforded the opportunity, after the initial consent procedure, to voluntarily limit their autonomy and willingly assume the small levels of risk and uncertainty that this demands. It is claimed that such an approach allows biobanks to pursue a solidarity approach to governance that better assists the potential beneficiaries of biobank-based research. It has also been claimed that respect for autonomy is fully compatible with a participant’s voluntary consent to accept the (relatively small) costs associated with downstream limitations on her autonomy that inevitably arise through solidarity-oriented biobank governance models.

The problem with these sorts of criticisms of autonomy-oriented biobanking processes is that they (implicitly) identify the locus of autonomy considerations in processes of participant consent. Moral psychology has shown that although consent facilitates participant autonomy, the typical conditions for informed consent cannot be equated with the conditions of the exercise of autonomy. Relatedly, obligations associated with respect for consent do not adequately account for the obligations derived from the principle of respect for autonomy. For instance, as Manson argues, the informed consent paradigm is not about giving the participant the opportunity to shape the scope of her permission, or introduce terms and conditions on her permission; rather, it is a ‘binary decision, a decision whether to consent or not’, which, if applicable, includes a right to withdraw. Accordingly, ‘this kind of “fixed” recruitment does not infringe upon, or disrespect the participant’s liberty.’ This claim is correct because what we are dealing with is the participant’s liberty and not necessarily her autonomy.

Respect for autonomy is more normatively demanding, and this is because there are values to autonomy that extend beyond the values of informed consent, where the latter are typically understood as protections from moral and legal wrongs of (nonconsensually) violating a research participant’s or patient’s liberty at law, bodily integrity, sovereignty and permission. For instance, although Feinberg observes that the concept of autonomy can refer to a set of rights expressive of one’s sovereign identity over oneself, which closely

---

18Manson, op. cit. note 11, p. 546. Although, on this line of arguments there seems to be no principle reason why the right to withdraw could not be waived as part of what is consented to.
19ibid.
resembles at least one of the primary functions of informed consent, autonomy has several other meanings in moral and political philosophy, including 1) the capacity to govern oneself, 2) the actual exercise and achievement of self-government and 3) a personal ideal.21 For Feinberg, these differences in meaning extend to several different values, which, he notes, can include the connection of autonomy to moral and legal responsibility, autonomy as a necessary condition for equal political standing, and, most importantly where medical decision-making and research participation is concerned, autonomy as a barrier to paternalism.22 In other words, autonomy is the ‘value that paternalism fails to respect’ because the latter involves ‘a judgment that the person is not able to decide for herself how best to pursue her own good’.23 We should also note that specific interferences that affect a patient’s capacity to govern herself need not always be paternalistic; they can be malign (e.g., manipulative, oppressive, abusive, and so on) or just dismissive of a patient’s choices or reasons.

To better understand the conceptual distinctions between consent and autonomy, we need to understand that philosophical accounts treat the concept of autonomy as constituted by two broad categories: competency and authenticity.24 ‘Competency’, ‘mental capacity’ and the ‘capacity for autonomy’ are often treated as having the same meanings such that, on the basis of a certain amount of consensus amongst medical ethicists, a competent or capacitous individual is considered to have the ‘capacity for reason’, that is, ‘the capacities to comprehend information, critically reflect on and revise beliefs, and make a decision in the light of information’.25 When combined with liberal principles, the concept of the competent agent has been the backbone of regulatory and statutory approaches to medical decision-making.26 Specifically, a competent or capacitous patient is deemed at law to have fulfilled the necessary first-person conditions for informed consent. However, the fact that an individual has been accorded the liberty to consent on the basis of her (presumed) competency/mental capacity does not guarantee that the consent she provides will be autonomous, because there are no assurances that she has, as a matter of fact, understood or rationally deliberated on the information that she has been given.27 Thus, satisfactory fulfilment of the conditions for competency (i.e., the capacity for reason) combined with the provision of—what a clinician or biobank deems to be—relevant information is insufficient to show that autonomy has been exercised in any specific decision.

This brings us to the second family of conditions for autonomy: authenticity. According to Christman, authenticity conditions are employed in accounts of autonomy in order to highlight the fact that genuine exercises of autonomy depend on the degree with which one’s decisions, choices and actions are governed by—depending on the theory of autonomy to which one subscribes—reflection on, endorsement of, identification with or response to one’s own values, desires, reasons or reasoning.28 As Coggon and Miola observe, when we are discussing whether an agent is exercising their autonomy, ‘there is a concern not just for the capacity for reason, but also for the effective use of it’.29 There are two key ways in which we can interpret the term ‘effective’ here. First, the effective use of an individual’s capacity for reason can be understood in terms of ‘the soundness of her reasoning, given her own values’.30 Second, an individual can be said to effectively exercise her capacity for autonomy to the extent that she is the ‘power’ behind whatever reasoning directly gives rise to her decisions, choices or actions.31 Although there are philosophical disagreements about what exactly constitutes ‘sound reasoning’ and the nature of the ‘power’ over such reasoning, the point is that an agent’s values, desires and reasons ‘can be more or less autonomous depending on whether the processes or volitional structures by which they come to be developed are truly her own’.32

Respect for consent demands recognition of an individual’s permission or refusal if she is informed and satisfies certain legal competency conditions. However, the presence of authenticity conditions in theories of autonomy suggests that respect for the exercise of an individual’s autonomy demands not only recognition of her status as a competent deliberator and as someone who has the ‘power’ to make normatively significant judgements about matters that concern her,33 but also recognition that she regards herself as having ‘legitimate reasons’ to raise claims to autonomy in relation to those matters.34 In other words, she recognizes that her decisions, choices or actions are warranted or deserved because she holds her own values, desires or reasons and considers them to be worthy of deliberation or a response. As Christman observes, because an individual’s authentic decisions and choices are dialogically related to the respect she has for herself, this respect should be reciprocated by those to whom her decisions and choices are explicitly or even implicitly addressed.35

The key point where participation in biobanking processes is concerned is that autonomy ‘has value simply because it constitutes, in part, the human agency and capacity for authentic choice that

24Lewis, op. cit. note 17, p. 16.
25Ibid.
26Ibid; 17; Lewis, op. cit. note 8, pp. 309–310.
27Lewis, op. cit. note 8, p. 310.
29Coggon & Miola, op. cit. note 10, p. 528.
32Lewis, op. cit. note 17, p. 18.
grounds respect for ourselves and other persons’ [italics added].\textsuperscript{34} By contrast, focusing exclusively on the conditions required for consent leads to biobanking processes that preclude adequate engagement with the very question of the autonomy (or lack thereof) of donors. Accordingly, one of the reasons for disambiguating between autonomy and consent is that the former is concerned with the requirement to permit capacitous individuals to make authentic choices, that is, to effect changes in their lives in a manner that is consistent with the values, motivations and reasons that they themselves would voluntarily endorse, identify with or respond to.

3 | THE VALUE OF AUTONOMY IN BIOBANKING AND ORGANOID RESEARCH

Even though a valid distinction can be drawn between the conditions that need to be met for an individual to deliver legitimate consent and the conditions for the exercise and achievement of their autonomy, one might still question whether the concept of autonomy should perform a substantive role in the ethical decision-making and governance of organoid biobanks once a participant has consented to the donation of her tissue. In other words, why should biobanks in general, and organoid biobanks in particular, respect donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice (and not just rely on a thinner conception of valid consent)?\textsuperscript{37} In what follows, we offer three arguments to support the claim that biobanks ought to respect donor autonomy in this more normatively demanding sense, and we explain how these arguments can be applied to biobanks in general, and the third responds to some of the challenges posed specifically by organoid research.

First, biobanks are required to respect donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice if they are genuinely concerned with respecting donor autonomy. Contrary to this claim, some commentators have argued that because the risks to donors are so low in biobank research and the potential of a valuable outcome is so high then this a good reason to lower the usual standards for informed consent.\textsuperscript{38} However, as Hofmann, Solbakk and Holm demonstrate, there appears to be no valid argument in favour of this sort of biobank exceptionalism.\textsuperscript{39}

One way to deal with the problem of biobank exceptionalism is for a biobank to adopt a broad consent approach, which has been perceived to operate on a scale ranging from consent to certain types or classes of research and clinical applications within initial broadly defined boundaries to blanket (i.e., unrestricted) consent to any kind of use, be it research, clinical or commercial.\textsuperscript{40} Depending on the terms of the initial consent, biobanks, researchers and clinicians can use a donor’s biospecimens and data without obtaining new consent. However, one of the issues facing models of broad consent seems to be that individuals’ consent to participate in biobanks cannot be fully informed because the very nature of biobanks is to collect samples for future research uses that may not yet be formulated and, most importantly, the risks of which are not known. The risks to a donor and the nature of those risks are morally relevant, but assessment of those risks requires specific knowledge about the ways in which biospecimens will be used in research. If an understanding of what the research involves and entails is necessary for consent in terms of determining risk, ‘then consent to biobank research of a general and unspecified kind cannot be obtained, neither of a narrow brand nor of a broad one’.\textsuperscript{41}

Faced with the practical impossibility of obtaining genuine informed consent in biobanking contexts and the epistemic limits concerning future organoid research uses, it seems that biobanks have no choice but to look to alternative models of ethical engagement with their donors, such as consent for governance or models of broad consent that lean heavily on governance, the terms and values of which are stated at the time of seeking initial consent. According to these models, rather than, or, in the case of broad governance-based models, in addition to consenting to a range of research uses and clinical applications, donors are asked to consent to a specified governance infrastructure and associated governance obligations that will decide on the use of the donated material if and when new questions arise in the future.\textsuperscript{42} Accordingly, future developments in organoid-based technology, research and therapy are dealt with by a combination of ethical oversight and participant engagement, with the latter, for instance, consisting of groups of donors or the wider public engaging directly, deliberatively or representatively in the design and continuous adaptation of biobank governance.\textsuperscript{43} Not only do participant engagement and ethical oversight function as safeguards to ensure that the interests of different stakeholders are taken into account, they can contribute to decisions about which biobank activities require new consent.\textsuperscript{44} However, consent for governance cannot achieve a goal of protecting the autonomy interests of individual biobank donors.

\textsuperscript{34}Ibid: 153.
\textsuperscript{35}We wish to thank one of the anonymous reviewers for raising this question, and the three arguments we have developed below directly respond to their excellent comments.
\textsuperscript{38}Hofmann, B., Solbakk, J. H., & Holm, S. (2009). Consent to biobank research: One size fits all? In J. Solbakk, S. Holm, & B. Hoffmann (Eds.), The ethics of research biobanking (pp. 3–23). Springer.
\textsuperscript{40}Hofmann et al., op. cit. note 39, p. 13.
First, as advocates of the consent for governance model acknowledge, these proposed governance mechanisms preclude adequate engagement with individual autonomy because participant engagement and ethical oversight have a collective focus, meaning that the interests that are respected in biobank decision-making are collective interests and not necessarily those of individual donors.\(^45\) Second, alternative consent frameworks that prioritize collective interests rather than individual interests in the name of group majority can be conceived of as hard paternalism if the collective interests are truly shared by all.\(^46\) If the collective interests are not fully shared, this is not even paternalism, but pure majoritarian use of power. Third, given that the success of governance-based consent frameworks is, in part, determined by donor trust in the biobank and its governance,\(^47\) the ability of a biobank to achieve its aims does not preclude recognition of and respect for a more normatively demanding conception of autonomy than is commonly assumed by models of consent.\(^48\) Indeed, as we will argue in relation to the second argument for why biobanks ought to respect authentic choice, developing trust between biobanks and would-be donors does, in certain circumstances, require the former to consider and respect individual values. Therefore, although the facilitation of good biobank-based research governance is not, in itself, necessarily incompatible with respect for autonomy, that does not mean that the autonomy-respecting dimensions of biobank processes can be framed solely in terms of consent for governance. Given the autonomy-respecting limits of consent-based models, respect for donor autonomy or, pace O’Neill,\(^49\) promotion of donor trust in biobanks necessitates a move away from an approach to autonomy based on limited downstream control and the transfer of information that the biobank deems to be relevant towards an approach based on the donors’ individual values and motivating attitudes.

The second argument for why biobanks ought to respect donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice turns on evidence that suggests that such an approach may be required in certain instances for biobank research to achieve some of its aims. Recognizing the problems with mandatory (project-)specific consent and the application of the notion of informed consent in biobank contexts, advocates of consent for governance or broad, governance-based consent frameworks have observed that a primary aim of a biobank is to encourage practices of solidarity on the part of biobank researchers, members of a biobank’s governance team, and its donors in order to support, facilitate and undertake research that assists and benefits others.\(^50\) It is reasonable to suggest that the success of a biobank in meeting this aim relies in no small part on the willingness of participants to donate time, bodily materials, data and information. To that end, advocates of governance-based consent models accept that such models depend upon a degree of donor autonomy to the extent that donors actually value the ‘value system’ of the biobank, and, should the value system or the goals of the biobank change significantly, are afforded the opportunity to opt out. In addition, such models rely upon autonomous decision-making to the extent that donors perceive these values as trumping others, such as more control over the future use of their biospecimens or being informed individually about incidental findings that may be relevant but not medically actionable. On the basis of these aims and autonomy considerations that are often acknowledged by advocates of consent for governance or broad consent, there is scope to suggest that would-be donors who do not value the value system of the biobank, or who have specific interests and values that they believe are not being recognized or respected by a particular governance model, will be unlikely to participate. And attempts to coerce individuals into donating to a biobank whose goals and value system they do not value would go against the governance principles of any morally reasonable biobank.

Studies have provided evidence that suggests that there are challenges facing biobanks in terms of achieving their primary aim, and, in seeking to overcome some of these challenges, particularly those that turn on the participation of individuals from minority ethnic, social and cultural groups, that biobanks ought to engage with and, ultimately, respect their values. Highlighting this issue, evidence suggests that there is an association between minority status, mistrust and reluctance to donate biomedical samples.\(^51\) Driving this reluctance are multifaceted considerations springing from individual moral values, cultural and religious values, and historical experiences of exploitation in general and specifically as research subjects.\(^52\) Furthermore, where such issues concern models of donor consent, studies that have engaged with members of minority groups have provided evidence suggesting that consent processes do not address participants’ moral, religious and cultural concerns about the use of their biomaterial and that acknowledgement of, and respect for, individual participant values is an essential component of establishing trust between donors and biobanks.\(^53\) On that basis, participants from certain minority groups have stated that they do not perceive consent for governance or broad, governance-based consent as substitutes for autonomous decision-making, or vice versa.\(^54\) Ultimately, respect for autonomy and broad consent/consent for governance are taken to serve different functions, and the success of biobank governance (where the involvement of individuals from

\(^{45}\) O’Doherty et al, op. cit. note 44; Prainsack & Buyx, op. cit. note 15; Boers et al, op. cit. note 43.


\(^{47}\) O’Doherty et al, op. cit. note 44.

\(^{48}\) O’Neill, op. cit. note 10.

\(^{49}\) Ibid.

\(^{50}\) Prainsack & Buyx, op. cit. note 15.


\(^{52}\) Prictor et al, op cit. note 51.


\(^{54}\) Kraft et al, op. cit. note 53.
minority groups is concerned) depends on the biobank’s capacity to respect those decisions that demarcate permissible use of an individual’s biospecimens.

The question remains, however, why should biobanks respect the autonomy of members of minority groups when it is apparent that they would want to see biobanks acknowledge and respect their authentic choices? Let us accept the evidence that suggests that members of certain socio-cultural groups (like everyone else) have individual moral values and religious and cultural values that inform their decisions about whether to donate biomaterial and to which research studies they would permit the use of their tissues and cells. If that is the case, then proponents of consent models that do not facilitate explicit engagement with these values on an ongoing basis or advocates of broad, governance-based consent models that do not allow individual participants to shape the terms of their initial consent in downstream situations must be confident that the risk of their nonparticipation will not undermine the validity of research results or the applicability of research products owing to the limited diversity of the biospecimens deposited in a biobank. Given the diverse range of clinical applications of organoid research and technologies that are currently anticipated, particularly in the modelling and treatment of genetic diseases, and given that the majority of organoid research and application necessitates genetic sequencing, there are risks that a lack of diversity within biobank material could limit our understanding of certain pathologies, for which organoids are being employed to model, screen and develop more precise and more personalized therapeutics.\(^55\) In addition, a lack of diversity in the deposited biomaterial could lead to the generation of research-based clinical products that would only be relevant to certain sections of the population, thereby exacerbating inequities and health inequalities.

The third argument for why organoid biobanks should approach and respect donor autonomy in terms of authentic choice is based on the claim that respect for a donor’s liberty via a consent-based approach is an insufficient measure for protecting would-be donors from coercion or other forms of undue influence. As O’Neill argues, researchers and biobanks have obligations not to deceive, coerce or unduly influence donors, and advocates of informed consent suggest that one of its functions is to limit these sorts of influence.\(^55\) She also argues that if biobank researchers do not accept this obligation, then the alternative is a paternalistic approach to donor participation. As Hofmann, Solbakk and Holm observe, there are defendable versions of paternalism, but most of them are based on the principle of beneficence: an intervention in a person’s life can be justified (without consent) because the benefits for this person outweigh the risks.\(^57\) The problem with employing paternalism as a means to enrol would-be donors in the biobank or to ensure that donors contribute their biomaterial for some or all future research uses is, as we observed above, that organoid biobanks and researchers are unable to assess those risks and benefits owing to inadequate knowledge about the ways in which biospecimens and derived organoids will be used. As a result, a paternalism based on a trade-off between benefits and risks seems not to be justifiable (or perhaps even possible).

For organoid research, the problem, where coercion and undue influence is concerned, is not solely that this is a ‘new field’ for which the desired research and clinical applications remain speculative and that, therefore, accurate benefit-risk profiles necessarily cannot be provided. The problem of coercion arises in organoid research contexts because, although the development of organoids requires the manipulation of donated cells or tissues and considerable expertise, effort and investment applied to those biospecimens, the relationship between a donor and organoids derived from their biospecimens can have moral value. As organoid researchers themselves have acknowledged, organoids relate to the bodily integrity of donors, not only in terms of genetics, but also in the sense that they represent the (dys)functioning of the bodies of their donors.\(^58\) On that basis, organoids are perceived to complicate the issue of what does and does not form part of a human body. Given the current stage of organoid derivation and research, some donors may relate to organoids derived from their biospecimens only as tissue samples or living cell lines.\(^59\) However, it has been argued that such relations are likely to become increasingly complicated and the boundary between organoid and body increasingly blurred when, as researchers anticipate, organoids become more mature and complex to the point that they develop into fully functioning mini-organs or organ systems.\(^60\) It might sound strange to conceptualize something as part of the body that is clearly outside of the body proper and that has never been part of the body. However, it is, in reality, no more strange than the view posited by the idea of ‘extended cognition’ that we should conceptualize some of the electronic devices to which we have, for instance, outsourced memory tasks as part of our extended brain. Second, organoids relate to the personal identity of donors. For instance, organoid-based research is likely to reveal the donor’s genetic make-up, given that sequencing techniques are routinely applied. Not only can this generate study-specific information about a donor’s present clinical conditions, which can then be used for diagnostic, prognostic and possible treatment purposes, it can also uncover findings unrelated to the study question, such as a donor’s risk of hereditary disease derived from the presence of certain genetic contributors.\(^61\) Such findings can shape and reshape the meanings and attitudes that donors attribute to their disorders, and, for that reason, organoids can be perceived to form both a literal and

\(^{55}\)One of the anonymous reviewers makes the excellent point that to support the anticipated clinical outcomes of organoid research, there may be a moral duty for some individuals with very rare diseases and disorders to contribute their samples to a biobank. We do not have scope here to address whether such a moral duty exists and to what extent it applies, but we do wholeheartedly endorse the reviewer’s point that biobanks have an interest to encourage such individuals to participate, and that is one reason why biobanks ought to recognize and respond to the individual values, concerns and reasons in a more flexible and relational way than can be facilitated by established consent-based approaches.


\(^{57}\)Hofmann et al., op. cit. note 39, p. 15.

\(^{58}\)Lancaster & Knoblich, op. cit. note 1.

\(^{59}\)Boers et al., op. cit. note 7; Bredenoord et al., op. cit. note 3.


\(^{61}\)Boers et al., op. cit. note 7; Bartfeld & Clevers, op. cit. note 3.
a symbolic representation of donors and their bodies. Furthermore, as commentators have argued, given that the aforementioned genetic, functional and meaning-based relations between donors and their organoids call into question the categorization of organoids as purely ‘objective’ material over which those that have donated cells and tissue should have no moral claims, organoids can not only be valued by their donors, but also function as a stand-in for the values and beliefs of those that donate.

If we accept that the relationship between donors and organoids can have moral value, then the multifaceted nature of organoid research raises ongoing concerns regarding biobank coercion or undue influence as separate projects utilize those same organoids. For example, if, on the basis of a broad, blanket or governance-based approach to consent, the biobank considers donor consent to organoid derivation research to entail consent to certain types of precision or regenerative medicine research that may be unforeseen or unforeseen at the time of obtaining initial consent, and if the donor does not know that the former entails the latter, then it cannot be assumed that she consents to it. In addition, researchers, in principle, may know that bench research that seeks to derive organoids may be causally related to, for example, the transplantation of organoids after long-term maturation, vascularization, and so on. Indeed, research proposals and projects that undertake organoid-derivation research often state that discoveries at the bench will entail other kinds of research, such as disease etiology modelling, drug testing, toxicity testing or organoid transplantation in animals, in the application of organoid technologies. However, donors may be ignorant of the causal link, and even though they consent to studies that seek to derive organoids from their cells or tissue, they may not consent to those uses that researchers expect to follow as a matter of practical necessity. The point is that when a donor consents to a proposition describing an intended research use of their biospecimens or their organoids, neither the proposition’s logical implications nor the causal links between one research use and subsequent uses is transparent. Thus, as a matter of principle, a donor cannot consent to them. As O’Neill argues, the logic of propositional attitudes, of which consent is a type, is such that if the initial research use is taken to entail certain other uses, obtaining consent for those studies is necessary both from a logical perspective and to avoid donor coercion or undue influence.

This issue is particularly pertinent in cases involving the participation of ‘patient-donors’ in organoid biobanks. Because many researchers anticipate that organoids will be used for pathology modelling, therapeutic screening and the development of transplant technologies, donors can also be current or prospective patients, who might believe that their health and wellbeing stand to benefit from any resulting therapeutics tested on, or developed from, their donated cells and tissues, or from transplantation technologies involving organoid-derived organs, organoid grafts or organoids-on-a-chip. This is not to suggest that by agreeing to participate in organoid research by donating to a biobank, patient-donors are agreeing to any resulting treatment. As a result, at least from a medical ethics perspective, there is no obligation for the biobank to provide patient-donors with the information that would be required as part of the clinical treatment process. That said, the anticipated clinical applications of organoid research may not materialize, or they may materialize in the future but not in time to treat patients who have donated their biospecimens. This poses risks for patient-donors. For instance, they may have certain expectations about benefiting directly from the clinical translation of research that utilizes their organoids, and these expectations might inform their decisions about whether to pursue alternative treatment options available to them in the meantime. If a patient-donor is participating in an organoid biobank on the basis that they value the desired outcomes in terms of their own health and wellbeing, then, in order to avoid coercing or unduly influencing them into providing their biospecimens, organoid biobanks have an obligation to provide information commensurable with those values, which, broadly speaking, might include details regarding the preclinical state of current organoid research, the absence of evidence from clinical trials, and the challenges facing not only the development of organoid-derived therapeutics, but also the derivation of organoids suitable for precision or regenerative medicine application. Or to put it slightly differently, just like many other types of clinical research, organoid research may give rise to a therapeutic misconception among potential participants, which will then raise the same issues in relation to the validity of consent that therapeutic misconceptions do in other research areas.

The problem, where the potential for biobank coercion and undue influence is concerned, is not just that donors may be ignorant of the causal links or entailing relationships between different organoid-based research activities or information regarding the likelihood of them benefitting from organoid technologies— an issue that undermines their ability to provide genuine, up-front consent. If we accept that organoids can have moral value, in part because they function as a stand-in for the values and other attitudes of their donors, then there ought to be moral limitations on what biobanks and associated researchers can and cannot do with a donor’s organoids. And those limits may be established in no small part by the attitudes of donors towards the ethical issues to which organoid research and the development of organoid-based clinical applications give rise. The multifaceted nature of organoid research and the diversity of anticipated clinical applications highlight several ethical concerns that are, in many ways, specific to the field of organoid research. Given that pluripotent stem cells can be employed to derive any type of organoid and thereby, in principle, yield any of the clinical applications that are currently anticipated, there is the potential for
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For further details of these challenges, see the references in note 2.
Concerned, one of the aims is to link donors' biospecimens with the decision-making system, and the problems of modelling interactions between oxygen and nutrient diffusion, the absence of a peripheral nervous system, and the problems of modelling interactions between different parts of the brain and understanding the neural activity of brain organoids in order to generate next-generation human cerebral organoids with greater degrees of complexity and maturity.68 This has led to debates concerning the possible sentence of future mini-brains, that is, their capacity for experiencing feelings such as pleasure and pain, and, as a result, the ethical permissibility of conducting research that may, intentionally or not, yield organoids with sensory and/or cognitive capacities.69 As noted by the International Society for Stem Cell Research (ISSCR) in its recently revised Guidelines for stem cell research and clinical translation, there has been extensive media coverage regarding research into cerebral organoids and the question of whether such entities could achieve sentence, consciousness and/or cognitive function. Although there is no evidence at this stage to support such concerns, the ISSCR claims that organoid biobanks and researchers should be cognizant about the ethical issues that donors and other stakeholders may have regarding research into brain and cerebral organoids, particularly as the latter become more complex through long-term maturation.70

Where precision medicine research involving organoids is concerned, one of the aims is to link donors' biospecimens with health, genetic and digital data in order to develop models of pathogenesis and therapeutic screening that take into account individual variability. This could directly impact patients' personal care in terms of diagnosis, prognosis, and/or treatment.71 A donor may have legitimate concerns regarding the use of her biospecimens for the identification and analysis of collateral findings (i.e., those unrelated to the study question) that could not, at the time of initial consent, have reasonably been foreseen or methodologically planned for. Second, whether or not she chooses to donate her tissue or cells for the purposes of precision medicine research might depend on the type of disclosure policies offered by the organoid biobank, both for study-specific and incidental findings. Participants could be motivated to donate on the basis that the disclosed findings might help guide prevention and treatment, benefit family members, allow them to make life plans, lifestyle changes and reproductive decisions, or simply because they noninstrumentally or recreationally value knowledge of their genetic status.72 However, as Ploug and Holm observe, the issue is that the current consensus among experts favours disclosing only medically actionable findings.73 Not only does such an approach raise normatively relevant questions in and of itself, but also, where participant autonomy is specifically concerned, decisions will be made on behalf of donors to determine what types of results are disclosed to them.74

Although the clinical transplantation of organoids is still in a preclinical phase,75 the strategy of transplanting organoids for repairing or even replacing damaged tissues and organs builds on scientific principles already governing stem-cell-based treatments, some of which have reached human clinical trials for stroke, traumatic brain injury, and Parkinson’s disease.76 Where in-human trials are concerned, organoid transplantation raises a number of ethical issues that could influence a donor’s decisions regarding what constitutes permissible use of her tissues and cells. For one, the first clinical trials will proceed without prior in vivo data from humans and relatively little (pre-)clinical knowledge, and may pose unexpected risks (e.g., uncontrolled and undirected growth).77 In addition, regenerative medicine employing organoid technology has, in principle, the capacity to influence moral actions, experiences, perceptions, and quality of life in unanticipated ways.78 Moreover, before in-human trials could begin, the only other plausible situation
in which organoids could be linked to in vivo organs is through animal modelling, leading to the creation of a 'chimera', namely an organism carrying cell populations derived from two or more (genetically distinct) sources. Empirical studies have already shown that some donors would disapprove of certain sensitive applications of organoids, including chimeric research. With increased public scrutiny of research involving chimeras, there are scientifically principled—not to mention aesthetic—reasons that could influence a potential donor's decision to deny the use of her biospecimens in animal transplantation research. Much discussion has focused on the question of whether animals transplanted with human brain organoids would become more 'human', specifically, whether the resulting 'extreme chimeras' would be self-aware, conscious and/or higher-order cognitively functioning. However, it is argued that such concerns are not supported by the current state of the science and are thereby less germane to the immediate issue of (brain) organoid transplantation. By contrast, potential donors may have legitimate ethical concerns regarding the welfare of chimeric animals, and these welfare concerns may extend to chimeric research in general or, by framing discussions of brain organoid transplantation in terms of 'specific brain enhancements in chimeras', to the uncertainty surrounding the effects of transplantation on neurological and neuropsychiatric processes, including whether these manifest as pain, distress, anxiety, and so on. Alternatively, a potential donor may find the idea of implanting a human brain organoid into a monkey to be just plain odd or weird.

Given the values that individual donors may possess in relation to the specific ethical issues associated with organoid research, and given the multifaceted nature of organoid research and the epistemic limits regarding the prediction of the future of organoid research and technology, donors, at the time of enrolling, might have a high degree of confidence in their reasons for permitting the use of their cells in order to derive certain organoids, but they may not have enough information to commit to certain forms of future precision or regenerative medicine research. What is of normative significance is not so much the giving of consent, but the fact that a donor will be deliberating on values and reasons that are particularly susceptible to causal influences and change. As research, technology and associated regulations and guidelines develop, new and contextually relevant information will inevitably become available, concerning not only the use and application of a donor's organoids, but also the ethical issues associated with such uses and applications. Thus, if it is the case that a donor values the ethical concerns that arise from different organoid research activities both at the time of enrolment and in the future, and if we accept that organoids can have moral value on the basis of their genetic, functional and values-based links to those that donate, then, in order to avoid coercing or unduly influencing a donor into participating in particular organoid activities to which she objects on ethical grounds, there is the need for biobanks and researchers to provide her with value-sensitive information so that she can make a genuine, voluntary choice. Nevertheless, an advocate of broad consent may contend that the problem can be overcome by merely providing a donor with details of known or anticipated ethical issues arising from certain organoid research activities and asking the donor to consent to those activities on the basis of the information that is currently available. This, however, does not address the problem that could arise if unforeseen ethical issues were to arise downstream of initial consent. Furthermore, if we accept that organoids can have moral value, then we need to acknowledge that donors may relate differently to their organoids at different times, whether that means valuing organoids (and/or their constitutive parts) differently at different stages of research and clinical application or in relation to specific research projects, or whether that means the changing relations between a donor and her organoids as her values and motivating attitudes change over time. Empirical studies have shown that research participants perceive a connection to their organoids and, more importantly, the strength and qualitative nature of that connection depend on the type of organoid derived from their tissue and cells (e.g., stronger connections would likely exist for brain and gonadal organoids). The point is that broad consent or consent-for-governance, in and of themselves, cannot achieve the levels of information transparency and downstream control needed to address participants' potentially changing values concerning the use of their biospecimens over time. Nevertheless, an advocate of broad consent may rightly point out that a donor does have the opportunity to withdraw her samples and/or revoke her permission. However, this is not an option to withdraw and/or revoke on a case-by-case basis: 'if the framework is a broad consent one, then the right to revoke is a generic, broad one'. In other words, withdrawal is all or nothing. Of course, the choice to withdraw may be nothing more than a compromise for the donor, made because of a lack of adequate choices, which would otherwise have been available under another model of consent, rather than a decision that reflects her own motivating attitudes towards organoid research or the clinical application of such research in general. Furthermore, unless the biobank were to stipulate irrevocable consent, it has an interest not
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to act in a way which would lead to large-scale withdrawals. This situation could be exacerbated in the future if laws and regulations were to recognize that donors have certain moral claims to the organoids derived from their biospecimens and thereby allowed donors to withdraw their organoids rather than just their cells or tissues. Regardless of whether such a situation materializes, the interest biobanks have in avoiding large-scale withdrawals of biospecimens is a reason for permitting donors greater levels of control than was necessarily available when initial consent was obtained.

Even though the relationship between donors and organoids has moral value, and even though the multifaceted nature of organoid research and application calls into question the ability of biobank consent to avoid coercion and undue influence, it still may be unclear why organoid biobanks are obligated to respect donor autonomy qua authentic choice. The previous discussion illustrates at least two problems where the potential for coercion and undue influence within organoid biobanking is concerned. First, whether it is because a biobank adopts a consent-based approach that precludes tailoring of information for specific donors or because of the epistemic limits regarding future organoid research, there can be insufficient information for the donor to make judgments regarding causally related or entailing types of organoid research and/or to specify types of biospecimen use. Second, broad and governance-based consent models for biobank participation can undermine the donor’s ability to shape the terms of her initial consent.

In terms of the first issue, the problem with a one-size-fits-all approach to the provision of information via a particular model of consent is that, no matter how detailed that information may be, it is considered to be a form of paternalism precisely because, in principle, it precludes engagement with the question of what a would-be donor would need in terms of information in order to make a voluntary choice, which is commonly taken to be a necessary condition of informed consent.88 By providing a donor with information that the biobank deems to be relevant, the voluntariness of a donor’s decision to consent to the stipulated uses of her cells, tissue and organoids can be called into question. Therefore, if information is available regarding the ethical issues associated with those uses and the kinds of research that researchers believe are entailed or causally related to the research to which the donor has agreed, and if the donor values that information, then providing her with that information will ensure that she is not coerced. The same claim applies to those donors who do not value any of the ethical issues to which organoid research gives rise but whose reasons for donating or not depend on the provision of information regarding the anticipated benefits of organoid research for the wider community. But a critic may well contend that if what we are solely concerned with is providing donors with the information they value so that they can specify permissible use of their organoids in accordance with their motivating attitudes, then (project-)specific consent frameworks already facilitate a donor’s exercise of autonomy in this specific sense. But the issue is not that straightforward. Some donors will inevitably have different values, motivations and reasons for permitting or denying the use of their biospecimens for specific research projects and clinical applications, and, as a result, they will require specific, value-sensitive information regarding the ways in which their organoids will be used. However, even if this calls into question a one-size-fits-all approach to information provision, it is just one domain in which autonomy is valuable to the donor. The point is that donors might also have values and interests relating to the nature of the decision-making processes themselves. Respect for autonomy conceived as authentic choice should not be merely equated with the provision of specific-consent processes because, just as some participants may hold values towards specific research projects and clinical applications that make use of their organoids, others may be interested primarily in assisting the potential beneficiaries of biobank-based research and, therefore, wish to receive only ‘general information about requirements on biomedical studies involving human beings’ with a view to participating in a broad or governance-based approach to biobank decision-making.89 As O’Neill argues, there is no principled reason to believe that a donor has been coerced or unduly influenced even if she decides on the basis of limited information, which she, nevertheless, has requested, and has judged that such information is sufficient to reach a decision.90 Furthermore, in terms of the ability of individual donors to differentiate the terms of consent if and when their attitudes towards their organoids or the research goals and biobank values change over time, O’Neill demonstrates that they are not coerced and know that they are not being coerced when they understand that they can, at any time, change their decisions about participating in particular kinds of research or clinical applications or change their information preferences.71 To that extent, and notwithstanding its feasibility and scientific justifiability (or lack thereof),92 anonymization or deidentification of a donor’s sample (traditionally discussed in the context of the ‘consent or anonymise’ paradigm)93 precludes any downstream recognition of the interests she may have in her tissues or cells that include and extend beyond an interest in privacy.94

On the basis of the preceding discussions, organoid biobanks ought to give donors control over the amount and content of information that they receive and provide them with ongoing opportunities to change their decisions in order to avoid coercion and undue influence. As we will demonstrate in Section 4, by meeting these obligations, biobanks are fulfilling two of the necessary conditions for respect for donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice.
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4 | RELATIONAL FACTORS BEHIND RESPECT FOR DONOR AUTONOMY IN ORGANOID BIOBANKING

As the preceding section demonstrates, there are reasons to suggest that donors’ decisions regarding permissible use of their biomaterial are susceptible to causal influences. Specifically, when it comes to organoid biobanking, the theoretical basis of this awareness translates into an obligation for biobanks to provide information relating to the proposed use of a donor’s organoids that she herself values.

Theorists of personal autonomy have argued that interpersonal relationships, which extend to the ways in which individuals are treated through communicative acts such as information transfer, are part of the ‘background requirements’ for the exercise and achievement of autonomy. Providing value-insensitive information can causally contribute to the authenticity of a donor’s decisions to donate her samples and for which purposes, to the extent that the values, desires and motives that she ends up endorsing or responding to are her own. It has been argued that the kind of paternalism expressed by the employment of a one-size-fits-all approach to the provision of (medical) information compromises an individual’s power over the reasoning processes that govern her decisions and choices, such that respecting decisions made in light of the presentation of information that a donor does not value would not be consistent with respecting her autonomy. Furthermore, according to certain accounts of the nature of autonomy, the exercise of an individual's autonomy demands self-recognition of the fact that she has legitimate reasons to raise claims to autonomy in relation to, for instance, permissible use of her organoids. Accordingly, presenting a donor with biobank-based research information that she does not value can undermine her autonomy because it suggests that her values are invalid or unworthy of consideration in decision-making situations. This can compromise a donor’s trust or confidence in, or commitment to, the reasons for her decisions, it can undermine her ability to respond to those reasons that she sees as valuable to pursuing some ends and not others, and it can affect the value she attributes to those decisions for the purposes of exercising her autonomy. The point is that a lack of confidence or trust in, or commitment to, her reasons can affect the legitimacy of her power over her reasoning.

Given the fundamentally relational nature of a donor’s motivations and her attitudes towards those motivations, a second key element of respect for autonomy in organoid biobanking concerns the facilitation of decision-making processes that support a diachronic and longitudinal approach to the exercise of donor autonomy. One argument for this recommendation turns on the claim that the personal history of an individual is a contributing factor in the exercise of her autonomy. Specifically, authentic choices and decisions are deemed to be constituted, in part, by ‘retrospective validation’, that is, the evaluation of past motivating attitudes that gave rise to certain decisions or behaviours and validating those attitudes after the fact. According to Christman, personal history is captured in exercises of autonomy by an individual attending to the manner in which a specific value, desire or motivation has developed. He establishes a diachronic test of authenticity according to which an individual is deemed to be autonomous relative to some value, desire or motivation if, were piecemeal reflection in light of the history of the factor’s development to take place, she would not feel deeply alienated from the characteristic in question. For Christman, to be alienated from a value or motive is to experience a negative affect relative to it, whether that may be complete repudiation of the motivating attitude, to experience a conflicted motivation or to feel constricted by the value in question. For example, let us assume that a donor, who is concerned with animal welfare in research, discovered that the only reason she agreed to permit the use of her organoids for all types of regenerative medicine research was because the biobank informed her that any such research would protect the welfare of those animals. The donor’s autonomy would clearly be in question if she saw that the biobank had not provided her with information that was already widely available in the media regarding the possible effects of specific transplant experiments on the neurological and neuropsychiatric processes of chimeric animals, and this led her to feel conflicted about the reason for permitting the use of her organoids. We can see, therefore, that the test for authenticity on Christman’s account is not only premised on a conception of the autonomous agent as diachronically structured; it also supports our previous analysis of autonomy-based reasons for the provision of value-sensitive information.

The previous section argued that, in order to avoid coercion and undue influence, biobanks should afford donors the opportunity to shape the terms of their consent in downstream situations and, accordingly, change their decisions about participating in particular kinds of research or clinical applications that make use of their organoids. From a theoretical perspective, such an obligation rests on a diachronic and longitudinal approach to the exercise of donor
autonomy. As we suggested in Section 2, one way to understand the effective use of an individual’s capacity for reason in exercises of autonomy is in terms of the soundness of her reasoning given her own values. When we are discussing soundness of reasoning in the context of accounts of autonomy that focus on the evaluation of own values, Raz has argued that choice is one of the three components of autonomy (along with competency and authenticity). However, even if we do not consider adequate choice to be a distinct component of the nature of autonomy, our analysis of the autonomy-based reasons for the provision of value-sensitive information and the facilitation of a diachronic and longitudinal approach to biobank-based decision-making shows that the degree of choice that one has with regard to one’s decisions can affect the authenticity of those decisions. Recall, first, that a one-size-fits-all, value-insensitive approach to information provision is considered to be a form of paternalism to the extent that it undermines donor autonomy by constraining the reasons that a donor is able to respond to. Second, one of the problems with broad consent and consent for governance is that they do not allow a donor to shape the terms of her consent in downstream situations. Should a donor disagree with a certain use of her organoids or the value-system or goals of the biobank, the only option available to her is to withdraw, which, given the lack of choice, can result in a decision that does not adequately reflect her own motivating attitudes towards organoid research in general. Therefore, respect for autonomy in organoid biobanking contexts requires, first, supporting the conditions for donors to attend to, reflect on and respond to the values and motives that they take to be potentially legitimate considerations for their decisions regarding permissible use of their organoids. As we have seen, this requires that a donor be able to choose the information that she receives from biobanks. Second, rather than being presented with just the option to consent (broadly) or withdraw, a donor should, within reason, be provided with the opportunity to decide the scope, frequency and context of her decision-making participation in general and, if necessary, to alter these in the future in accordance with her changing values and motives—a model akin to what Ploug and Holm call ‘meta consent’. The point here, as Raz observes, is that adequacy of choice relates to the variety, and not the number of options available.

Previously, we argued that models of consent developed for biobanking purposes preclude adequate engagement with donor autonomy because they are primarily concerned with facilitating informed consent, the conditions for which cannot be equated with the conditions for the exercise of autonomy. There is, however, one notable exception—dynamic consent. This refers to a personalized, online or IT-based communication and interactive decision-making interface that facilitates not only donor decision-making, but also communication and information transfer between biobanks, researchers and donors. The interface and the principles on which it is based were developed, in part, because focus groups found that some biobank participants wanted more information about, and stronger oversight concerning the uses of, their samples and data.

At the same time, developers of dynamic consent acknowledged that donor decision-making in these respects could be better supported by bolstering communication and engagement between biobanks and their donors.

When it comes to adequate choice, dynamic consent, in principle, allows donors to ‘drift’ between consent models, and thereby inherit the benefits of each, depending on the context. In other words, participants can provide different types of consent for different types of studies and/or clinical applications. For instance, they could opt to make decisions on a case-by-case basis for regenerative medicine research, but adopt broad consent for precision medicine research and blanket consent for organoid derivation research. Alternatively, participants could opt for case-specific, broad or blanket consent for all potential uses. In addition, one of the core benefits of dynamic consent is the emphasis it places on timing. Recognizing that biobank research can take place over many years, advocates have demonstrated that an online or IT-based decision-making interface provides biobank donors with opportunities to receive new and accurate information regarding the uses of their biomaterials on an ongoing basis, to be reminded of the projects to which they have contributed, to check in at their own convenience, and to reconsider their decisions at a time and in a place that best suits them. It follows that dynamic consent, in principle, supports a longitudinal and diachronic approach to donor autonomy. Indeed, the approach is ‘dynamic’ because it allows interactions and responses over time if and when a donor decides that she has reason to change her decisions regarding permissible use of her organoids and/or her preferences for certain types of decision-making process (e.g., when new research activities are proposed or when previously unforeseen information comes to light). In terms of information provision, and although one cannot guarantee that dynamic consent provides valuesensitive information because whether it does or does not will ultimately be determined by the decisions and actions of particular biobanks, advocates have claimed that a dynamic consent interface can, in principle, provide donors and participants with the choice to receive tailored information to suit their specific values, motivations and interests. Finally, there are reasons to suggest that dynamic consent can assist biobanks in dealing with some of those issues on the basis of which we argued that they ought to respect donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice. For instance, proponents have argued that the facilitation and maintenance of an ongoing connection with donors might assist biobanks with fostering trust, especially as dynamic consent aims to promote improved understanding of research uses and outputs and to develop a stronger sense of collaboration between donors and researchers. In turn, such a flexible, dynamic and personalized approach to decision-making might help to address moral, cultural and religious values that, as evidence suggests, cannot be adequately recognized by established models of biobanking consent and that lead to mistrust and reluctance to donate biomedical samples among minority groups.

Despite these benefits, advocates of dynamic consent recognize that even this decision-making tool is not without its drawbacks. First, given that study-specific decision-making would be made available to donors (along or in combination with broader models), there is the risk that a large volume of requests for (project-)specific decision-making could lead to a diversion of resources away from research activities, thereby affecting the ability of a biobank to operate at full capacity. Second, and despite the ability of dynamic consent to respond to and respect the authentic choices of donors, critics have suggested that, in practice, a digitally administered decision-making process cannot ensure that the autonomy of potential participants is not being undermined as a result of the undue influences of friends, family members and other individuals or groups who have an interest in a donor’s decisions. There are also concerns about the challenges an online or IT-based decision-making interface will create, particularly if it were to undermine inclusivity by excluding those individuals and groups who are unwilling or unable to use the technology or who do not have reliable access to the interface.

Whether and to what degree organoid biobanking processes respect donor autonomy depends on whether and to what degree they recognize, incorporate and facilitate the conditions for authentic choice. Dynamic consent is a potentially appropriate model in this regard because, despite its name, it does not solely focus on the conditions for informed consent. More importantly, it (implicitly) captures those key elements of donor autonomy discussed above and is thereby, in principle, able to account for and respond to those factors that have the potential to support or undermine the authenticity of donors’ decisions in specific instances.

5 | CONCLUSION

When it comes to questions of autonomy, the focus of scholarly and public policy attention has been on the types of consent that biobanks should offer to donors both before and after initial donation of their biospecimens. However, whereas the values and functions of consent are predominantly understood in relation to the concept of liberty, the values of autonomy are to be found in relation to the notion of authentic choice. This means that the conditions of autonomy extend beyond the conditions of competency, mental capacity and/or the capacity for reason that, in part, ground respect for an individual’s liberty. We have provided three arguments that attempt to justify why organoid biobanks are obligated to facilitate those conditions that are conducive to authentic decision-making.
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Critics of our approach to respect for donor autonomy in organoid biobanking might claim that it falls prey to the standard objection against (project-)specific consent; specifically, that it risks impeding the utility of biobank research. In response, we should remind ourselves that the approach to autonomy adopted here is not to be equated with (project-)specific consent. Indeed, we argue that donors, as part of having their autonomy respected, should be given the opportunities to decide whether to participate on the basis of specific, blanket, broad or governance decision-making or a combination thereof (depending on the type of organoid research being conducted) and, indeed, to change their minds on an ongoing basis.

The same claim applies to the information they receive from a biobank. If a donor values information regarding the ethical issues raised by current and future organoid research, then they should be provided with that information. Similarly, if a donor is happy to receive minimal information unless it relates to the anticipated benefits of organoid research for the wider community, then such information should be provided. As we have argued, the point is that to avoid coercion or undue influence and to meet their scientific aims in certain circumstances, biobanks ought not to provide donors with information that they do not value or limit the opportunities for donors to reshape the terms of their initial decisions unless it is the case that donors have agreed to participate on the basis of those limitations. At least where the participation of individuals from minority groups is concerned, there is evidence to suggest that such an approach is likely to increase biobank research utility rather than impede it. There are also reasons to believe that respect for donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice is required to minimize the risk of large-scale biobank withdrawals. The point is that there seem to be no principled reasons for believing that such an approach to donor autonomy will make donors increasingly rare or unresponsive. In principle, donors who would only wish to partake based on a (project-)specific decision-making model are able to do so. The same applies to those who prefer a broad or governance-based approach. However, we acknowledge that whether there is a risk to impeding a biobank’s ability to operate at full capacity will, in practice, depend on the ability of biobanks to develop, implement, and manage a donor interface, akin to dynamic consent, that facilitates such a multi-faceted approach to donor decision-making or to conduct donor interviews that account for individual requests for information provision and ongoing decision-making involvement. In addition, it will depend on the number of donors that wish to grant permission to the use of their organoids on either a study-by-study or other regular basis and, accordingly, on the capacity of biobanks to manage those decisions.

From a philosophical bioethics perspective based on principled considerations, do the most prevalent and established consent processes in organoid biobanking respect autonomy, tout court? They do not. There are limits to the dimensions of autonomy that can be respected by the most widely employed approaches to consent in organoid biobanking. The upshot of the approach taken in this paper is that to avoid prioritizing collective donor interests at the expense of the interests of individual donors, to avoid coercion and undue influence, and to promote biobank uptake among certain under-represented socio-cultural groups, biobanks ought to respect donor autonomy conceived as authentic choice. As a minimum, for those organoid biobanks that claim to respect donor autonomy based on established models of consent, such claims require careful qualification. Otherwise, they not only set unreasonable expectations for would-be donors, but also, as we have seen, undermine their autonomy.
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